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• Checkpoint blockade immuno-therapy 

elicits durable anti-tumor response in a

subset of patients with advance cancers…

• … however the majority of advance cancer

patients do not benefit from these drugs

• Except for mNSCLC most major cancer

types are primary resistant to single agent

checkpoint inhibition 

• Depending on tumor type secondary

resistance occurs in 30 to 50% of 

(partial) responders

~8-10%

Despite the “IO-hype” Few Patients Actually Benefit from Currently Approved IO Drugs

68%

25%

Source: Adapted from Abola and Prasad, JAMA, 2016



Immuno-Oncology: Systems Biology at Work

Immunoediting

Host, cancer cells, and environmental factors 
shape tumor-immune system interactions



A short history of the CIR Task Force and 
Workshops (1)

• Premise:
• CIR remains a major limitation to cancer immunotherapy approaches in the clinic
• The determinants of CIR are multifactorial including:

• Genetic makeup of the patient
• Tumor genomic instability
• External modifiers (e.g. microbiome, comorbidity, concomitant medications etc.)

• In 2018 the SITC convened  a Task Force of experts from various disciplines
to address the complexity of CIR from an holistic view

• Two main goals:
• Identify the fundamental questions related to CIR
• Create an interactive community of experts to guide scientific and research priorities 

to uncover mechanisms of CIR



A short history of the CIR Task Force and 
Workshops (2)

• Five working groups were created that include: 
1. Genetic Germline contributions to CIR – Chair: David Bedognetti
2.   Genetic-Somatic contributions to CIR – Chair: Josue Samayoa
3.   Genomic-Transcriptional contributions to CIR – Chair: Stefani Spranger
4.   Determinant(s) of Immunogenic Cell Death that modulate CIR – Chair: Sarah 
Warren 
5.   Experimental Models that best represent CIR and its conversion to an 
immune responsive state – Chair: Rongze Lu

• A manuscript summarizing the contributions of each group was 
published in JITC in July 2019







Additional SITC CIR workshop 1.0 outcomes

• Preparation of a manuscript entitled: “Consensus guidelines for the 
definition, detection and interpretation of immunogenic cell death” –
Lorenzo Galluzzi and Sarah Warren  

• Organization of a second workshop to be held in 2019 to further the 
suggestions and recommendations derived from the Workshop held in 
2018:
• Scientific presentations addressing individual questions
• Definition of specific actions to be pursued by individual working groups to address 

specific questions including:
• Collaborative initiatives
• Access to public available databases to address systematically questions relevant to CIR
• Development of question-driven strategic partnerships

• Suggestion to consolidate the genetic-focused working groups and the ICD and 
experimental models working groups

• Inclusion of an External Factors related to CIR working group



SITC 2019 CIR Workshop – Day 1

• Three working groups:
• Germline, Somatic Genetics and Epigenetics of Immune Landscape

• Co-chairs:
• Davide Bedognetti, MD, PhD – Sidra Medicine

• Josue Samayoa, PhD – Abbvie

• Transcriptional Patterns of Distinct Immune Landscapes
• Co-chairs:

• Yana G. Najjar, MD – University of Pittsburgh
• Hua E. Yu, PhD – City of Hope

• Therapeutic Interventions to Modify  the TME and Related Experimental Systems for 
Validation
• Co-chairs:

• Sarah Warren, PhD – Nanostring Inc.

• Rongze O. Lu, PhD – University of Texas at Austin



SITC 2019 CIR Work – Day 2
(in common with the SITC 2019 Adoptive Cell Therapy Workshop)

• One session with panel discussion dedicated to External 
Circumstantial Factors

• Co-chairs:
• Christine Spencer, PhD – PICI

• Alessandra Cesano, MD PhD – ESSA Pharma

• One session focusing on Emerging Ideas and New Concepts
• Co-chairs:

• Kyung-Ho Roh, PhD – The University of Alabama in Huntsville

• Francesco M. Marincola, MD – Refuge Biotechnologies



Tumor Augmentation-of-immunity Project

TAP
Tumor Immune-conversion Project

TIP

Apoptotic recycling
Epigenetic silencing

Oncogene-driven addiction

Immunogenic cell death
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The “Two-Option Choice” (TOC) determinism in the natural history of cancer:
A conserved evolutionary crossroad for cancer survival



Relevance of TME in the context of CAR-T effectiveness

What are the TME conditions that incite chemo-attraction (or lack thereof) of adoptively transferred T cells to
the tumor site?

Need for tools for 
quantitative and spatial 
analysis of different putative  
mechanisms 
relevant to immune-
resistance in solid tumors 


